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Music Challenge: Make your own glass Xylophone! 

Taking part in Performing Arts has a powerful impact on our mental and physical well-being 

Performing Arts can help to boost our confidence and make us feel more engaged and resilient. Besides these benefits, 

arts engagement also alleviates anxiety, depression and stress. Creating your own music or musical instruments allows 

you to be creative and try something new! 

Materials 

You will need… 

• 4-6 tall glasses or jars (they should all be the same shape and 

size) 

• Jug of water 

• Spoon or other object to use as a mallet (metal or wood) 

• An adult helper 

 

You may find that different types of glass produce different tones! 

Instructions 

1. Line up the empty glasses, then tap each with your spoon and listen to the sounds they make. Do they 

all sound the same? 

2. Fill the first glass almost to the top with water from the jug. 

3. Fill the second glass about an inch or so less full than the first glass. 

4. Repeat step 2, filling each glass slightly less full than the previous glass so that the final glass has only 

1-2 inches of water. You can change the difference in the amount of water between each glass slightly 

depending on how many glasses you’re using; just make sure that the water level in each glass creates 

steps going down. 

5. Use the spoon to tap gently on the side of the first (fullest) glass and listen closely to the sound it 

makes.  

6. Repeat with each glass and notice the difference in sounds from each one. 
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Why do the different glasses and amounts of water make different sounds? 

By filling the glasses with different levels of water, you were able to hear how sound travels through a 

container of water.  

The sound from the glass with the most water sounded quite a bit different from the one with the least 

water, and the glasses in between should have created sounds that were gradually higher or lower than the 

sounds from the first and last glasses. 

Sound waves can travel through water and when the amount of water in a container changes, the sound 

you hear changes as well. Do you know why? When you tapped each glass, the sound you heard started 

out as a vibration of the glass and was quickly transferred to vibrating through the water inside the glass 

as well. 

The glass with more water had more matter for the sound to travel through, causing the vibrations to 

become larger and produce a sound with a lower pitch. 

To compare, think about a stringed instrument such as a bass or guitar: the thicker strings have more mass 

and create a lower sound than the thinner strings! The glass with the least amount of water had shorter 

vibrations and created a sound with a higher pitch. 

What can you play? 

See if you can play a simple tune like Twinkle Twinkle Little star, or Happy Birthday! 

Record yourself playing and send it in to a.quin@woottonparkschool.org.uk  

HAVE FUN!! 

Examples  
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